Comparing the arterial and venous collateral circulation interesting symmetries are detected as well as important differences. Venous compensating pathways are essentially intra-parenchymal and convey dirty as deoxygenated blood. The hypothesis of the toxic effects of the venous collateral circulation is formulated, i.e. the greater the volume of compensation, the greater the toxic damage. Two scenarios are previewed as possible targets, i.e. the postthrombotic syndrome (PTS) and the chronic cerebrovascular insufficiency (CCSVI).
An interesting discussion on the venous collateral circulation was held on Vasculab in July 2013 1 . The following lines report a theory which was formulated about.
Compensating vessels in the venous system follow essentially different patterns than in the arterial system. In the depicted structure there is an important symmetry in structure and function, which depends on the designed scheme and the direction of flow.
However this symmetry is abandoned as soon as we introduce some specific venous structures.
The A venous tract can contain valves, thus the inverted flow can occur only if the valve is destroyed of forced to be incompetent. This is of course achieved by the hypertension caused by an impaired venous outflow.
In addition, a lot of differences can be found and are reported in Table 1 .
The main remarks are:
1) The Energy density (Energy per unit volume) is
In veins, the mean velocity is generally much smaller than in arteries, thus phenomena are governed by hydrostatics much more than hydrodynamics, i.e. the energy density is almost the same than in a static container. Thus, whatever the stenosis/occlusion in the system, whatever the posture, as soon as the blood by-passes it, just downstream the obstacle the pressure is almost very near to the upstream value, i.e. the pressure difference is minimal.
2) An hypothesis can be proposed, that the venous collateral circulation is generally spread in more peripheral vessels than in arteries, i.e. in veins, the collateral circulation can be intraparenchymal. The hypothesis is partially justified looking at the A segment in Fig. 1 , which is caudal to the occlusion in the artery, cranial to the occlusion in the vein, in the same tree-like structure.
3) The venous collateral circulation conveys dirty and deoxygenated blood, just the contrary than in arteries. This does not include arterial-venous fistulas, where veins receive oxygenated blood.
-Tissues which are overcharged by collateral arteries receive oxygen and are fed by them.
-Tissues which are overcharged by collateral veins receive catabolites and carbon dioxide.
There is enough material to formulate the theory of the Toxic Effects of the Venous Collateral Circulation. (TEVCC) Two scenarios are previewed as possible targets: -the lower limb veins, where the effect is the same than in chronic venous insufficiency, when the closed shunts convey back dirty as deoxygenated blood. However, the most immediate recall is to the postthrombotic syndrome (PTS), with its huge and long lasting tissue damages;
-the venous cerebrospinal circulation in multiple sclerosis (MS) instead, where the clinical presentation is the chronic cerebrovascular insufficiency (CCSVI).
As regards CCSVI, the TEVCC hypothesis can be interestingly reformulated as follows:
Stenosis/occlusion in the venous cerebrospinal system causes a venous surcharge by collateral circulation inside the brain and the spinal cord system.
The hypothesis suggests that it could have an effect only when a valid collateral circulation has already developed.
The greater the volume of compensation, the greater the toxic damage.
Conclusions
As a consequence the pathology could be related not only to the severity of the stenosis/occlusion, but also to the exuberance of the collateral circulation with its toxic effects, i.e. to the TEVCC.
As regards MS, the hypothesis could be easily tested looking at the distribution in clinical severity of MS of the magnetic resonance arterial/venous flow mismatch (AVM), interpreted as the amount of outflow through small or collateral veins 2, 3 .
